
Communicate with Confidence
Now entering its fifth decade, Tait designs, manufactures 
and deploys radio systems; providing ongoing support 
services to public safety agencies throughout the world. 
The Tait team adopts the same ethos as police, fire and 
first responders: we don’t abandon those in need. Tait 
continues to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with our public 
safety customers, ultimately resulting in safer citizens, 
empowered officers and greater community trust.

From Sao Paulo, Brazil, to South Africa, and from Texas 
to Ontario, public safety customers are benefitting from 
Tait’s commitment to listen, courage to act and integrity 
to deliver what is promised.

SOLUTIONS  
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

PUBLIC SAFETY  
SOLUTIONS

 
Interoperable critical communications
Tait enables public safety agencies to:

Respond with confidence and control in the face of 
unpredictable and fast-changing situations.

Co-ordinate operations with other agencies through 
seamless interoperable communications. 
Deploy tough, dependable radios which are proven across 
the world. 
Combat organized crime and enhance officer safety by 
managing encryption to ensure that communications are 
totally secure. 
Secure best value through multi-vendor procurement: open 
standards and proven cross-manufacturer operation allow 
greater leverage of current assets.
Choose from readily-customized radios, comprehensive 
accessories and flexible configurations.
Benefit from long-term, ongoing support and services from 
an enduring partner.

TAIT:  THE RIGHT FIT
www.taitradio.com



Tait offers a range of network options for public safety 
designed to match your organization’s needs: simulcast, 
multicast, trunking and conventional solutions in analog 
or digital modes.

The total solution
When you need one organization to specify, install  
and support your radio systems it helps to know Tait  
delivers the total package. Tait produces the full range  
of 700/800 MHz/UHF/VHF portables, mobiles and base 
stations/repeaters. Comprehensive accessories, rapid 
deployment radios and covert equipment can round off a 
complete turnkey solution. 

Making interoperability a reality
Seamless roaming and backwards analog capability enable 
smoother incident response and greater co-operation 
across various agencies. Tait digital radios are proven to 
work on other manufacturers’ networks and Tait networks 
can support other manufacturers’ terminals, so customers 
can secure value in a multi-vendor environment.

Tough radios for a tough job 
Officers depend on their radios to keep themselves and the 
public safe. Tait Tough radios are tested beyond military 
standards for durability and performance. Digital audio 
clarity is vital in life-or-death situations. Because Tait  
radios are easy to use, officers can focus on the task at 
hand instead of becoming radio specialists. 

Open standards for easy integration
Because Tait solutions are based on global open standards 
they are readily integrated with a wide variety of dispatch 
consoles, mobile data, AVL/GPS platforms and other third 
party solutions. Agencies remain free to choose without 
being “locked in”.

Coverage that you count on
Public safety agencies need their network solution to 
be reliable and flexible no matter what the challenges 
of their terrain. Designing in redundancy, phasing in 
upgrades, delivering world-class training and supplying 
high-performance customizable radio equipment are core 
competencies of Tait, so you can commit with confidence.

Manage encryption efficiently and effectively
Secure operations are proven to improve effectiveness 
of the squad and safety of the officers. Not only can Tait 
radios use the most advanced encryption available, Tait in-
field, over-the-air and back office encryption management 
applications improve workflow and productivity when 
changing encryption keys for different teams’ radios.

Manage complex and dynamic organizations
Modern public safety organizations are always on the move. 
Inter-agency teams and task forces often have changing 
communications needs across many vehicle types. Because 
Tait makes it easier to programme radios, manage call groups 
and reconfigure networks, agencies can focus on getting the 
job done. 

The right fit for public safety 
Tait is solely focused on radio communications and 
specializes in the unique needs of public safety agencies.  
Talk to us. We will listen!

For more information, please visit our website at 
www.taitradio.com
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